Mississippi Academic Assessment Program (MAAP)

Biology
SAMPLE ITEMS

The biology sample items are a useful tool for Mississippi educators
to use in preparing students for the format of the Mississippi
Academic Assessment Program for Science. The items were written
and aligned to the 2018 Mississippi College- and Career-Readiness
Standards for Science. This document contains ten biology sample
items.
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1.

The diagram below shows a piece of DNA and the proteins made from this DNA.

Which characteristic of the DNA helps it function as a set of instructions for making
these specific proteins?
A.

the sugar-phosphate backbone of the DNA

B.

the three-dimensional structure of the DNA

C.

the way in which the nucleotides are ordered on the DNA

D.

the hydrogen bonds that hold together the nucleotides on the DNA
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2.

The models below are set up to represent how a cell responds to imbalances in solute
concentration. Drag a pair of arrows into each box to show how water will move into
or out of the cell in each beaker for the solute conditions shown.

For the paper version, draw a line from the correct arrow set to the appropriate beaker.
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3.

The mitotic spindle is a part of a cell that allows for the movement of sister
chromatids to opposite poles of the cell during the later stages of mitosis. Which
problem would most likely occur if the mitotic spindle stopped functioning in a cell?
A.

Newly produced cells would be twice their normal size.

B.

Newly produced cells would have too few or too many chromosomes.

C.

Newly produced cells would fail to form and pinch off from each other.

D.

Newly produced cells would contain new chromosomes not found in the parent
cells.
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4.

In pea plants, smooth seeds (S) are dominant to wrinkled seeds (s). A parent pea
plant with smooth seeds (SS) is crossed with a parent pea plant with wrinkled seeds
(ss).
Drag a number into each box to provide the predicted phenotypic and genotypic
ratios for the offspring of this cross. (online version only)
For the paper version, write the correct number in the boxes below.
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5.

The diagram below shows a mutation that has been observed in a mouse genome.

The chart below shows an mRNA codon chart.

Using the mRNA codon chart, what is the most likely effect of this mutation on the
resulting protein produced?
A.

An early stop codon will be coded for, and the protein produced will be
shortened.

B.

The same amino acid will be coded for, and the protein produced will remain
unchanged.

C.

A Gly amino acid will replace a Val amino acid, and a change in the protein
produced will occur.

D.

A Gln amino acid will replace a Pro amino acid, and a change in the protein
produced will occur.
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6.

A 350-acre area in central Mississippi called Old Cove has mature hardwood trees,
birds, reptiles, amphibians, and many plant species. Students wrote three descriptions
related to the Old Cove environment.
Descriptions Written by Students
1. all the wild turkeys living in Old Cove
2. an individual woodland salamander living in Old Cove
3. all the living organisms in Old Cove
Select one box in each row of the chart to match the correct level of organization
represented by each description.

For the paper version, place a mark in the correct box.
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7.

The chart below provides information about four organisms that live in a
Mississippi pond ecosystem.

Which model best shows the flow of energy between these organisms in the
pond ecosystem?
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8.

The coral snake uses venom to help kill prey. Coral snakes have a coloration
pattern that includes red, yellow, and black bands that circle its body. Many
animals see the color pattern and avoid the snake because they know it is
venomous. Some other snake species that are not venomous have similar
coloration. As a result, many animals also avoid these snakes, mistaking them for
coral snakes.
Which type of relationship is shown by these nonvenomous snake species?
A.

mimicry

B.

mutualism

C.

parasitism

D.

competition
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Use the scenario to answer the next two questions.

Klinefelter Syndrome
Klinefelter syndrome is a chromosome condition in males. This condition affects the
hormone testosterone, which directs male development. The karyotype below represents a
male with Klinefelter syndrome.
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9.

Select one option from each of the three sections below to complete a claim about the
cause of Klinefelter syndrome.

.

For the paper version, circle or underline the correct answer in each section.
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10. Which characteristic of the karyotype helps identify the male shown as having
Klinefelter syndrome?
A.

the length of the sex chromosomes

B.

the total number of sex chromosomes

C.

the length of the nonsex chromosomes

D.

the total number of nonsex chromosomes
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Mississippi Academic Assessment Program
BIOLOGY
Sample Items
The information for each item, including the performance objective, DOK level, item type, and
correct answer, is located in this document. The items appear in the order as shown in the table.
Note: The item types are representative of items that will appear in administrations starting in Spring 2019.
Item
Number
1

2

3

4

5
6
7

8

9

10

Performance Objective
(BIO.1B.1) Develop and use models to compare and contrast the structure
and function of carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids (DNA and
RNA) in organisms.
(BIO.1D.2) Develop and use models to explain how the cell deals with
imbalances of solute concentration across the cell membrane (i.e.,
hypertonic, hypotonic, and isotonic conditions, sodium/potassium pump).
(BIO.1E.2) Identify and describe the changes that occur in a cell during
replication. Explore problems that might occur if the cell does not progress
through the cycle correctly (cancer).
(BIO.3B.1) Demonstrate Mendel’s law of dominance and segregation using
mathematics to predict phenotypic and genotypic ratios by constructing
Punnett squares with both homozygous and heterozygous allele pairs.
(BIO.3C.3) Use models to predict how various changes in the nucleotide
sequence (e.g., point mutations, deletions, and additions) will affect the
resulting protein product and the subsequent inherited trait.
(BIO.5.1) Illustrate levels of ecological hierarchy, including organism,
population, community, ecosystem, biome, and biosphere.
(BIO.5.4) Develop and use models to describe the flow of energy and
amount of biomass through food chains, food webs, and food pyramids.
(BIO.5.5) Evaluate symbiotic relationships (e.g., mutualism, parasitism, and
commensalism) and other co-evolutionary (e.g., predator-prey,
cooperation, competition, and mimicry) relationships within specific
environments.
(BIO.3A.2) Compare and contrast mitosis and meiosis in terms of
reproduction.
(BIO.3A.3) Investigate chromosomal abnormalities (e.g., Down syndrome,
Turner’s syndrome, and Klinefelter syndrome) that might arise from errors
in meiosis (nondisjunction) and how these abnormalities are identified
(karyotypes).
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DOK
Level

Item Type

2

Multiple
Choice

2

Technology
Enhanced

2

Multiple
Choice

3

Technology
Enhanced

3

Multiple
Choice

2
2

Technology
Enhanced
Multiple
Choice

Correct
Answer
C

See Answer
Key
B

See Answer
Key
D
See Answer
Key
A

2

Multiple
Choice

A

3

Technology
Enhanced

See Answer
Key

2

Multiple
Choice

B

Item Number 2

Item Number 4
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Item Number 6

Item Number 9

Correct Answer

Correct Answer

Correct Answer
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